COREY BARKLEY
I am Corey Barkley. I am currently studying Actuarial
Science at Temple University. One thing I love to do
is solve problems (usually math related). The solution
to a problem isn't always straight forward and often
times needs to be very creative. This is why I place
such a high value on learning and knowing as much
as I possibly can because that enables me to clearly
understand a situation and begin to craft a solution.
Outside of studying for school (and my future
career), I have a number of different hobbies some of
which include playing tennis, playing piano, and
solving rubik's cubes.
I am excited to be able to contribute to this
organization and look forward to working with you
this summer.

AMY THOMAS
Hi! My name is Amy Thomas and I am a junior at Temple
University studying Actuarial Science. I am originally from
New Jersey but the opportunity of making an impact at a
university where absolutely no one knew my name lured
me to Philadelphia.
I'm a sucker for crunching numbers and have an even
greater love for music and designing. I am currently the
president of my Adventist [Christian] group, Temple
Adventist Students for Christ, and have held this position
for two years. I also play intramural volleyball every Fall at
Temple and was captain in 2017.
I aspire to become a successful actuary one day,
influencing others with my love for Christ along the way. I
always strive to put my best foot forward and give projects
and assignments my all with a willing heart. I hope that this
mentality will motivate others to do the same!

JIMMIE CIANFARO

My name is Jimmie Cianfaro I am currently going
into my final year at the University of Delaware
studying Sports Management. My goal is to be in
sports finance for a MLB team. I have always had a
passion for all sports and am excited to work in a
new environment this summer with RodneyStreet.

STEPHANIE SONGER

Stephanie is a Kansas City native with a love for
language and travel. She recently graduated from
Temple University with degrees in Linguistics and
German. Among her favorite things are kickboxing,
sudoku, and pugs.

